Wordscapes level 4172 answers
Wordscapes level 4172 in the Ravine Group and Gully Pack contains 18 words
and the letters DELMOY making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 43 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 48,659 words and 201,295 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
DYE, ELM, LED, OLD, DOE, ODE, LYE, DEMO, DOME, MODE, MOLD, MOLE, LODE, MELD,
DOLE, MODEL, MOLDY, MELODY.
The extra or bonus words are:
YODEL, DEL, YLEM, DOL, LOD, DEY, OLE, LYM, MED, EMO, MOLY, DOY, MOL, DELO, OLDY,
MOYL, MOYLE, YOLD, LOY, DOM, ODYL, DEMY, YELD, LEY, MOD, YOM, YODE, ELMY,
DOMY, YOD, ELD, ODYLE, OLM, YODLE, LYME, OLDE, MOY, LOME, OYE, YELM,
MOE, MEL, EMYD.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4172
DYE - A colourant, especially one that has an affinity to the substrate to which it i
s applied.
ELM - A tree of the genus Ulmus of the family Ulmaceae, large deciduous trees with al
ternate stipulate leaves and small apetalous flowers.
LED - Simple past tense and past participle of lead.
OLD - Of an object, concept, relationship, etc., having existed for a relatively long
period of time.
DOE - A female deer; also used of similar animals such as reindeer, antelope, goat.
ODE - A short poetical composition proper to be set to music or sung; a lyric poem; e
sp., now, a poem characterized by sustained noble sentiment and appropriate dignity o
f style.
LYE - A strong caustic alkaline solution of potassium or sodium salts, obtained by le
aching wood ashes. It is much used in making soap as well as its use in biodiesel.
DEMO - A brief demonstration or visual explanation.
DOME - A common structural element of architecture that resembles the hollow upper ha
lf of a sphere, a cupola.
MODE - One of several ancient scales, one of which corresponds to the modern major sc
ale and one to the natural minor scale.
MOLD - A hollow form or matrix for shaping a fluid or plastic substance.
MOLE - A pigmented spot on the skin, a naevus, slightly raised, and sometimes hairy.

LODE - A way or path; a road.
MELD - To combine two similar objects into one.
DOLE - To distribute in small amounts; to share out small portions of a meager resour
ce.

Word definitions - wordscapes level 4172
m of photography but also for painting or drawing.
MOLDY - Covered with mold.
MELODY - Tune; sequence of notes that makes up a musical phrase.

